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Supplementary Table 1: Set of criteria used for scoring within each MICI component 

 

Supplementary Table 2: Set of criteria used for scoring Modified DISCERN (mDISCERN) scale 

Sl. 
No. 

Reliability Analysis parameter Reliability 
Score 

1. Are the aims clear and achieved?  
Yes= 1 
No= 0 

2. Are reliable sources of information used? (i.e., publication cited, speaker is an 
epidemiologist or medical professional) 

3. Is the information presented balanced and unbiased? 
4. Are additional sources of information listed for patient reference? 
5. Are areas of uncertainty mentioned? 

 

  

Prevalence  Each item is given 1 point if mentioned in the video. Maximum score of 5 
1. Number of confirmed cases reported   
2. Number of suspected cases reported  
3. Number of deaths reported  
4. Number of countries involved  
5. Number/proportion of patients who are severely ill  

Transmission Each item is given 1 point if mentioned in the video. Maximum score of 5 
1. Location of origin of virus  
2. Zoonotic transmission (i.e.: contact with animals)  
3. Human to human Transmission  
4. Incubation period  
5. Transmission route via close physical contact  

Signs and Symptoms  Each item is given 1 point if mentioned in the video. Maximum score of 5 
1. Fever  
2. skin rash or lesions 
3. headache 
4. Myalgia, arthralgia, lethargy 
5.  Swollen lymph nodes  

Screening Testing  Each item is given 1 point if mentioned in the video. Maximum score of 5 
1. Mentions there is a test available  
2. Mentions the test uses skin lesion material to test  
3. Mentions that PCR/ NAAT can be used for identification 
4. Shows how this test is done  
5. Mentions criteria for testing/screening  

Treatment / Outcome  
 

Each item is given 1 point if mentioned in the video. Maximum score of 5 
1. Mild symptoms can be self-resolving 
2. Some patients become ill (mentions hospitalization, ICU admission)  
3. Can be dangerous, or lead to death  
4. Treatment is supportive but smallpox drugs are being used in some circumstances 
5. Vaccination not currently available, smallpox vaccine can be used   
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Supplementary Table 3: Set of criteria used for scoring Global quality scale (GQS) 

Sl. No. Quality Analysis parameter Quality Score 
1. Poor quality, poor flow, most information missing, not helpful for patients Score 1=Poor 
2. Generally poor, some information given but of limited use to patients Score 2=Limited 
3. Moderate quality, some important information is adequately discussed Score 3=Moderate 
4. Good quality good flow, most relevant information is covered, useful for patients Score 4=High 
5. Excellent quality and excellent flow, very useful for patients Score 5=Excellent 

 

Supplementary Table 4:  Examples of misleading statements recorded from the YouTube videos on 
Monkeypox. 

Sl. 
No. 

Statements 
related to 

Misleading Statements 

1. Stigmatization  “Western media has justified that Monkey pox occurs mostly in parts of Africa” 
  “A large proportion of the cases detected overseas are amongst gay, bisexual or 

men who have sex with men and we're particularly urging men who are gay 
bisexual or men who have sex with men to be aware of any unusual rashes or 
lesions” 

 “The telegraph reports that the virus has quote an unusually high prevalence in 
gay and bisexual men” 

 “Most of these have been linked to men that are having sexual relations with 
other men” 

 “Same thing in Spain on late Wednesday they were assessing possible cases of 
monkey pox mostly in men that had relations with other men” 

 “CDC official sound alarm for gay and bisexual men as monkey pox spread in 
the community. ..………I’m tell you why because women can't penetrate each 
other.” 

 “You gay people are penalizing the rest of the community spreading it all and 
now see the problem” 

 “Notable fraction of cases in the latest global outbreak are happening among gay 
and bisexual men“ 

  “You can actually get it from close contact with people and according to Reuters 
and according to daily mail it's within their community as a homosexual 
community yeah so amongst the homosexuals this is something that is spreading 
and expanding” 

 “Transmission of the monkeypox virus right now is more or less contained to 
gay men meaning men having sex with other men because it's being sexually 
transmitted when the men have sex with other men” 

 “CDC officials sound alarm for gay and bisexual men as monkey pox spreads in 
the community” 

 “It is spreading through gay sex which I find to be hilarious because they can 
track most of the cases to a single pride festival in Spain." 

  “Is it a coincidence that they are using black people's image for a disease they 
called monkey pox we all know how the white supremacists use monkey to 
describe black people as an insult we've seen on the football field how much 
they use monkey to insult the black African football players in the European 
leagues." 
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2. Trepidation  “You can get monkey pox if you eat undercooked meat which will fuel the vegan 

lobby” 
 “These monkeys they're getting people and humans infected it's not much 

different than the aids epidemic and you know that ravaged through San 
Francisco” 

 “Medical community thinks that we're now all addicted to kind of fear porn and 
really, we have to have some bad health news to give us a little bit of fear every 
single day” 

 “Nigerian CDC has warned its citizens to stop eating Bosch meat which is a 
cause of monkey pox spreading” 

 “They've put me on a steady diet of small lizards and bird eggs and being here 
for three to six weeks, oh I gotta go get my daily booster shot and by that I mean 
the doctor basically shoves the banana up my butt every morning says it helps 
anyways let's say the monkey pox prayer do the right thing do the right thing do 
the right thing” 

 “I find it highly suspicious that our NHS is deliberately changing its monkey 
box information page to make it sound scarier that it is.”   

 “Do not have sex, do not have sex right now only within the confines of marriage 
should you have sexual contact this is just for a few weeks while we allow 
scientists time to understand this new plague we'll let you Know when it's safe 
to resume this is a selfless act it's not a big deal just literally do not have sex with 
anyone you're not married to” 

 “Really embarrassed it makes me feel terrible because I just want to live in a 
society that's accessible, I mean what's next donkey parks giraffe pox how many 
pox are there, I already had chickenpox and that was terrible. I had to repeat 
second grade because of that it's just all these pox are ruining my life and I don't 
even know how to get tested I don't know where to go I need the back seat oh 
I'm as if it's a monkey pox I've already had my fifth booster” 

 “These monkeys they're getting people and humans infected it's not much 
different than the aids epidemic and you know that ravaged through San 
Francisco” 

 “So the question is somebody asked me should I be afraid. The answer is yes if 
you're sick if you're eating the satanic American diet, dead animal flesh and 
white processed foods that's the satanic American diet if you're eating that yes 
you should be afraid” 

 
3. Vaccination  “There are two vaccines available. One is specifically for monkey pox and the 

other an older vaccine for small pox. The CDC is releasing vaccines from the 
general stock pile” 

 “The company that makes the specific monkey pox vaccines says that US has 
currently access to 1.4 million doses of it” 

 jones argument was that the monkey pox outbreak has been affecting the same 
countries where people have been receiving the AstraZeneca and Johnson and 
Johnson Covid 19 vaccines” 

 “Well look at our vaccine roll out for example regardless of whether or not you 
think the vaccines are actually any good” 

  “Quebac to start vaccinating against monkey pox as cases climb” 
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 “Several countries have stocked up on vaccines” 
 “CDC reports it's now in the process of releasing about a thousand vaccine doses 

okay I wonder who will be making those from a strategic national stockpile that's 
been approved for monkey pox” 

 “Jones went on to claim that these two Covid 19 vaccines are virus vectors that 
inject the genome of a chimpanzee into your cells and then orders your cells to 
replicate” 

  “Well, it was only a matter of time before someone started blaming the Covid 
19 vaccines for the monkey pox outbreak” 

4. Miscellaneous  “Or could it be because they want even more money could it be that they want 
even more resources from our government and from people like you and I the 
taxpayer”   

 “Could it be that there really is some kind of big agenda going on to whip up as 
much fear that countries sign up now to a global WHO pandemic pact.”   

 “I find it highly suspect personally that China has already started stockpiling 
Monkey pox PPE ready and waiting to sell it to the rest of the world.”   

 “An investigative report exposing the infamous Wuhan lab in China 
experimenting with monkey pox strains to create a contagious pathogen has been 
widely circulating”  

 “I would find it entirely wrong if Britain signed up to a Global health treaty that 
removes our autonomy. I would find it suicidal to enact any policies that 
financially ruin us yet again.”   

 “Some people are saying when you have a brand new pandemic Outlet you also 
have a brand new profit Outlet. Powerful organizations making a lot of money a 
lot of profit and I mean a ton of money” 

 “Stocks like GeoVax Labs, Inc. (GOVX) (GOVXW) and SIGA Technologies, 
Inc. (SIGA) have been on fire since the sudden Monkeypox outbreak. There are 
other Monkeypox vaccine stocks available, but these two are the smallest pure 
plays, as evidenced by their massive moves on Friday, which followed a strong 
few days. 

 

 

 


